
GEOMAGIC GeoNAM Modification Manager

FULL DOCUMENTATION 
FOR CHANGES
GeoNAM Change Manager supports you in fully tracking 
any changes to your assets, both in graphical network 
documentation and in technical asset documentation.
The main advantage of GeoNAM over an Excel-ba-
sed or purely ticket-based change tracking solu-
tion is the integration with geographic data. 

Maps are the key to visual support for your work and for 
a spatial understanding of your assets and any changes 
made to them. This also helps external service provi-
ders, who might not be as familiar with your network.

Key benefits 
1. Better integration of reports from any source

2. Reports can be made on-site

3. Feedback

4. Accessibility

5. Avoid media breaks

6. Targeted job assignment

7. Targeted job controlling

WE CARE FOR YOUR ASSETS.
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GeoNAM Change Manager works with tickets for individual 
jobs. Reports can be entered into the system and assigned 
directly to the persons responsible for the documentation. 
The current state of the documentation change process is 
always clearly in evidence. A mobile app can be linked up 
for entering reports. This allows external service providers 
to report changes and start the jobs required to track them. 
As the asset operator, you can edit and qualify reports at 
any time and assign them to the correct department.

The solution provides a complete, consistent, up-to-
date and transparent flow of information. All individual 
jobs and persons responsible can be efficiently mana-
ged, which improves asset documentation quality.

The asset operator can define which types of reports 
should be processed in the system, for example, line 
crossing plans, continuous data revision, construction, 
repair or reroute projects, acquisition or sale of assets.

Efficient task  
management for changes 
to graphical and technical 
asset documentation.


